
Reviews

Wesley
I hired Neo Roots for a work event and I was thoroughly impressed by their enthusiasm and
organisation in the build up and then their execution in the evening.
As part of their package, they arranged for a stage, light and sound system, that gave me one less job
to do, and were great at communicating in the preparation to ensure we all knew the plan. They
continually updated me and readily answered questions I posed. I had total confidence in the team.
An excellent performance on the night, they could vary the tempo accordingly with the great variety of
songs and performers they have to entertain. Together they are natural performers, getting involved
with the crowd, entertaining us all. They were a fantastic addition to our event and I strongly
recommend them

Sophie
NeoRoots are an amazing band, they performed at a family birthday party recently and they really
were fantastic. THey were amazing throughout the entire process, we had a great kick off call with
Tino & Craig and they really went the extra mile to ensure they played the songs that we wanted, they
shared a set list and were so open to changes. They also went to the venue ahead of the party to
ensure the set up would be perfect and to find the best location for their performance. The night was
amazing and I couldn't have asked anything more from them! I would 100% consider them for all
future parties!!!!

Nikki
You guys are incredible, we can't thank you enough!!
Where do we start! From the first introduction, NeoRoots were a delight to deal with; really prompt in
their communication, really collaborative in helping us create the atmosphere we wanted, so flexible
on the day when the timings slid, so much fun not to mention incredibly talented musicians. Our
wedding would not have been the same without you and we really can't thank you enough for helping
us create a day to remember

Dee
NeoRoots were the highlight of our day. Everyone I've spoken to since keeps telling me "the band
were amazing!". They performed the songs to an incredible standard and they really entertained and
interacted with the guests and got the room involved!
The team are a pleasure to deal with - prompt in communications and advising us on achieving the
most fun out of the evening. Can’t recommend these guys enough and my only wish is that we could
do it all again! Couldn't recommend them enough!

Matthew
The most amazing, talented and engaging band. NeoRoots Function band have music for everyone,
play impeccably and sing for so long with so much energy - it turned our party into an event. One of
our guests said they’d have paid to watch and listen to a band of this quality.  The selection of music
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was excellent while they included the flexibility of being able to take requests. The planning was made
easy as they are also the most friendly and kind bunch.

Nathan
We booked NeoRoots to play at our wedding and they were absolutely incredible. Guests have
passed on many compliments to us - they had us all up and dancing until we were all-but dragged
away kicking and screaming for more.
We basically told them what sort of things we liked and put our faith in them to put together a set list
that would get everyone of all ages on the dancefloor. They absolutely nailed it! From funk, soul, pop,
to a bit of cheeky indie, there was something for everyone.
Jess and Tino performed for us as a duo after the service while everyone was having pictures taken
and once again they set the mood perfectly with an expertly chosen and beautifully performed set.
They were super efficient setting up and packing down and worked around the timings for the day so
as to cause no interruptions.
If you're thinking about booking NeoRoots, stop thinking and just do it - you won't regret it!
Thanks again guys for the best night of our lives!

James
Oh my god - what a day! We're still recovering but that was such a great wedding.
You guys were brilliant - the ceremony was incredible and the party afterwards had so many fun
points - I hope you had as much fun as we did
We had loads of people comment on the quality of music so overall went down really well.
More than happy to write a review that's worthy.
We'll be on the lookout for any more of your gigs up this way and will be sure to see you again soon!
James & Tas xx
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